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Abstract The along-coast, offshore turbulence structure of the Bora flow that occurred on1

7 November 1999 during the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) Intensive Observation2

Period 15 is examined. In this analysis we employ the aircraft and dropsonde data obtained3

over the Adriatic Sea, where the turbulence structure is determined by estimating turbulent4

kinetic energy (TKE) and its dissipation rate along the flight legs. The turbulence character-5

istics of Bora in the lee of the Dinaric Alps is greatly influenced by the mesoscale Bora flow6

structure over the Adriatic Sea, which in the cross-wind direction features an interchange of7

jets and wakes related to mountain gaps and peaks. In order to establish the origin of tur-8

bulence, the Weather Research and Forecasting—Advanced Research WRF (WRF-ARW)9

numerical model is used and its results are compared to the measurements. All five TKE-10

prediction parametrization schemes available in the model show reasonable agreement with11

the measured values. Since these parametrization schemes do not have horizontal advection12

included, they suggest that the along-flight structure of the Bora turbulence is principally13

generated by the local vertical wind shear. Further evidence is needed to support this hypoth-14

esis.15
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1 Introduction18

In the lee of the complex terrain of the Dinaric Alps, a well-known strong and gusty down-19

slope flow called Bora extends from the north-eastern quadrant perpendicular to the mountain20

ridges (e.g. Jurčec 1981; Smith 1987; Klemp and Durran 1987; Poje 1992; Grubišić 2004).21

Bora may be induced by different synoptic conditions (e.g. Jurčec 1981; Poje 1995; Heimann22

2001), and occurs most frequently during the winter season with a duration of several hours to23

several days (e.g. Enger and Grisogono 1998; Jeromel et al. 2009). It possesses a wide spec-24

trum of average wind speeds; and due to its gustiness the wind-speed maxima may surpass25

60 m s−1 (e.g. Belušić and Klaić 2006; Grisogono and Belušić 2009).26

The Dinaric Alps extend along the eastern Adriatic coast from north-west towards south-27

east. The mountains separate the narrow coastal zone from the inland region (Fig. 1), and28

their width and maximum height increase from north-west to south-east. The peaks range29

from 1–1.7 km in height in the northern to 1.5–2 km in the southern part. Along the northern30

part of the eastern Adriatic coast the mountain ranges rise rapidly above the Adriatic Sea,31

providing a mountain profile with a long, moderate upwind slope and a short steep leeside32

slope. Also, this is where the Dinaric Alps are the narrowest with several pronounced peaks33

and gaps. Since Bora flows in the direction perpendicular to this mountain range, the airflow34

experiences a strong influence of the terrain complexity.35

A detailed review of recent advances in understanding the severe Bora wind can be found36

in Grisogono and Belušić (2009). They emphasize that the progress in Bora research over37

the first decade of the twenty-first century has mostly been concentrated on scales ranging38

from mesoscale to microscale. These include the three-dimensional structure of the Bora39

flow (Grubišić 2004) and phenomena such as lee-wave rotors (e.g. Gohm et al. 2008) and40

gust pulsations (Belušić et al. 2004, 2007). Many studies based on mesoscale numerical41

models, both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic, have been published on the Bora subject, and42

Fig. 1 Area of interest, the lower flight leg (370 m a.s.l., flown from 1504 to 1539 UTC 7 November 1999)
with wind vectors (1.6-km averages) and the release positions of dropsondes. Reference wind vector is shown
in the top left corner, while the orientation of the coordinate system is denoted in the bottom right corner
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

most of them simulate the basic Bora structure quite well (Klemp and Durran 1987; Enger43

and Grisogono 1998; Klaić et al. 2003; Grubišić 2004; Jiang and Doyle 2005; Belušić et al.44

2007; Gohm et al. 2008; Telišman Prtenjak and Belušić 2009; Horvath et al. 2009; Trošić45

and Trošić 2010). As for the small-scale features, i.e. turbulence, as stated in Gohm et al.46

(2008) and Grisogono and Belušić (2009), numerical simulations may be doubtful because47

of the sensitivity of the model results to different turbulence parametrization schemes. An48

example of a model’s inability to correctly reproduce the amount of observed turbulence is49

given in Belušić and Klaić (2006).50

In order to evaluate simulated small-scale features, a proper set of observations that would51

allow a comparison of simulations with real flows is needed. Some in-situ, single-point near-52

surface high-frequency data suitable for such a purpose exist, measured in the town of Senj53

on the eastern Adriatic coast (Belušić et al. 2006; Večenaj et al. 2010). The first of these stud-54

ies used 1-Hz data provided by a cup anemometer to explore the relationship between the55

high-frequency wind variance and the mean Bora flow. In the second study, 4-Hz ultrasonic56

anemometer data were used to estimate turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and its dissipation57

rate (ε) near the surface. Besides these two datasets from ground-based instruments, there are58

airborne high-frequency datasets available from the Alpine Experiment (ALPEX) in 198259

and the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) in 1999 that are also suitable for the inves-60

tigation of small-scale features of the Bora. Mahrt and Gamage (1987) used the ALPEX61

data to investigate turbulence characteristics parallel to the mean Bora flow in the nocturnal62

boundary layer, and were able to distinguish several types of turbulence in those conditions.63

While Grubišić (2004) used aircraft data from MAP to describe the mesoscale features of the64

Bora flow related to the underlying orography (with the emphasis on potential vorticity), we65

use the same data source here to describe small-scale turbulence features along the eastern66

Adriatic coast during the related severe Bora event.67

In the first part of this paper the datasets used for the analysis are introduced and the68

scale of turbulence is investigated (Sects. 2, 3). In the second part, the results of the turbu-69

lence analysis are discussed and compared with the WRF ARW model output (Sects. 4, 5).70

Section 6 presents our concluding remarks.71

2 Observational Data72

The observational data analyzed here were collected during the MAP Intensive Observation73

Period 15 (IOP 15) on 7 November 1999 (e.g. Bougeault et al. 2001). During IOP 15, a strong74

Bora developed in the lee of the Dinaric Alps. The data were collected by the National Center75

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Electra aircraft flying a research mission offshore over76

the northern Adriatic Sea (Grubišić 2004). As part of this mission, two 216-km long flight77

legs were flown; the higher at approximately 680 m a.s.l. flying from south-east to north-west78

between 1429 and 1501 UTC, and the lower at approximately 370 m a.s.l. from north-west79

to south-east between 1504 and 1539 UTC. The data were sampled at a frequency of 25 Hz.80

The aircraft flew at a mean speed of 100 m s−1, which corresponds to a raw spatial data reso-81

lution of approximately 4 m along the straight flight legs. Also, prior to the above two flight82

segments, nine dropsondes were released by the Electra aircraft along a flight leg at ≈4200 m83

a.s.l. flying from north-west to south-east between 1347 and 1420 UTC. Only the data from84

six dropsondes, which operated reliably all the way to the surface, are used here. Further, in85

the text and figures, these dropsondes are marked as S j , where j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. The86

area of interest, the lower flight leg with the wind vectors, and the release positions of the87

dropsondes are shown in Fig. 1.88
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Fig. 2 Spatial features along the lower (370 m a.s.l., black curve) and higher (680 m a.s.l., grey curve) flight
leg: a u component, b v component and c potential temperature θ . Values of (u, v) and θ at the higher flight
leg are increased by 15 m s−1 and 2 K, respectively, for presentation. Horizontal dotted lines in panel a denote
zero wind speed

We have chosen the right orthogonal coordinate system with the positive x-axis aligned89

parallel to the flight legs pointing towards the north-west (Fig. 1). This is in accordance90

with theory; particularly, turbulence theory regarding e.g. velocity correlations and spectra is91

mostly developed in the space domain where the longitudinal direction is the direction of the92

separation vector directed from one observation point toward the other (e.g. Batchelor 1959;93

Wyngaard 2010). Therefore, for aircraft measurements, the longitudinal direction should94

be parallel to the direction of the flight regardless of the direction of the mean flow (e.g.95

Lenschow et al. 1991).96

The flight legs were designed to be perpendicular to the Bora flow. Based on the assump-97

tion that the typical Bora azimuth in this region is 040◦ (Grubišić 2004), the flight legs98

were flown at an azimuth of 130◦. As seen in Fig. 1, the flight legs are almost perpendic-99

ular to the encountered Bora flow in the regions of the northern jet and the southern gap,100

while elsewhere the offset of ≈20◦ is present. The offset is due to the high degree of terrain101

complexity in the measurement domain.102

Figure 2 shows the in situ flight-level data obtained by the Electra aircraft along the two103

legs flown at 370 and 680 m a.s.l. within the Bora layer. In accordance with the assumption that104

the flight legs are perpendicular to the wind, one would expect the values of the wind-speed105

component parallel to the flight legs, i.e. the longitudinal component (u), to be close to zero.106

The data displayed in Fig. 2a show a fair agreement with this assumption. The main feature107

of the wind-speed component perpendicular to the flight legs, i.e. the lateral or, in our case,108

transverse component (v), is the central, strong and wide north-easterly jet between 44.55◦N109

and 44.90◦N (Figs. 1, 2b) that is associated with the upwind terrain structure (Grubišić 2004).110

Likewise, there are two secondary jets, one at the northern end and the other at the southern111

end of the flight legs. The southern jet is accompanied by higher potential temperatures,112

θ (Fig. 2c).113

The raw vertical profiles of the dropsonde data are shown in Fig. 3 (black lines). This114

shows that the central jet (displayed in Fig. 2a) is actually a part of the two- dimensional115

wind maximum structure that, going from north to south, abruptly ascends between S1 and S2116
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Vertical profiles of the six dropsonde raw data (black curves) and the WRF-ARW BouLac simulation
(grey curves; see Sect. 5) in the spatial order from left to right as they were released from north-west towards
south-east (see Fig. 1): a u component, b v component and c potential temperature θ . Horizontal dotted lines

mark the altitude of the flight legs

and gradually descends between S2 and S7 (Fig. 3a, b). Vertical profiles of θ (Fig. 3c) show117

that the layer between the flight legs at the northern section is unstable to near-neutral, while118

it becomes stable at the southern part. This is indicated in the aircraft data as well, by the119

difference in potential temperatures between the higher and lower flight legs that increases120

from north to south (Fig. 2c).121

Throughout this study, we use two different datasets: the aircraft and the dropsonde data.122

These datasets were obtained up to two hours apart, so they can be compared to each other123

only if the Bora flow was stationary during that period. Based on numerical model results, it124

seems that the assumption of stationarity is reasonable for this case (see Sect. 5).125

3 Determination of the Turbulence Averaging Interval126

In order to define the flow turbulent perturbations that are needed for the calculation of TKE127

and turbulent fluxes, it is important to determine the scale that separates turbulence from the128

mean and/or mesoscale flow. This may be a non-trivial task, especially in the complex Bora129

flow where several scales interact (e.g. Grubišić 2004; Belušić et al. 2007; Gohm et al. 2008;130

Grisogono and Belušić 2009; Večenaj et al. 2010). Therefore, we first focus our efforts on131

finding a proper value of the averaging scale of the Bora turbulence.132

3.1 Fourier Analysis133

For nearly half of a century, the most common tool used for choosing the averaging interval134

in atmospheric flow has been the Fourier spectral analysis. According to e.g. Metzger and135

Holmes (2008), the averaging scale may be defined by an assumed spectral energy gap at the136

mesoscale. Therefore, we first apply the Fourier spectral analysis to the raw 25-Hz aircraft137

data. Power spectral densities of all three wind-speed components (Si (k)) for both flight legs138
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Fig. 4 A log-linear representation of weighted spectra (multiplied by the wavenumber k) for higher (top

curves) and lower (bottom curves) flight legs (black curves) of all three wind-speed components. Grey back-

ground area denotes 95% confidence interval. Heights of flight legs are denoted on the right y-axis

in their entire length are calculated using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). These spectra139

are smoothed by block averaging spectral amplitudes using 52 windows with 50% overlap,140

where each window contains 1,024 data points that correspond to the length ≈4 km. On both141

flight legs, the spectra of the u component is characterized by a high level of noise at the high142

wavenumber end (starting from ≈0.25 m−1 up to the Nyquist value of 0.79 m−1), which is143

manifested as a flat line in the log–log representation of the spectrum (not shown). According144

to Kaimal and Finnigan (1994), this kind of spectral behaviour is typical of the appearance145

of white noise in data, and which can be removed by simple block averaging. Therefore, the146

raw data were first block averaged to 5 Hz, which removed the unrealistic flattening of the147

spectrum, and then the 5-Hz data were used for all further analysis.148

In order to find the energy gap, the spectra of all three wind-speed components, now149

using the 5-Hz data, were calculated using windows of 256 data points that correspond to150

the length ≈5 km (Fig. 4). The most promising candidate for the averaging scale is the gap151

around 600 m, seen in both u and w components at both higher and lower flight legs and in152

the v component at the higher flight leg. However, there are several more clearly emphasized153

gaps: at scales near 300 and 500 m in the spectrum of the v component at the higher flight154

leg, 300 and 900 m in the spectrum of the v component at the lower flight leg and 400 m in155

the spectrum of the w component at the lower flight leg. This makes it difficult to pinpoint a156

single averaging scale from the Fourier spectra, so we refer to other methods.157

3.2 Multiresolution Flux Decomposition and the Ogives Method158

The advantage of the multiresolution flux decomposition (MFD; Howell and Mahrt 1997)159

compared to the Fourier spectral analysis is that, while the peak in the Fourier spectra depends160

on the periodicity in data, the location of the peak in the MFD spectra is given by the length161

scale of the fluctuations; therefore, the periodicity in data is not required (Vickers and Mahrt162

2003). The calculation of the MFD cospectra (Dpq , where p and q represent any two vari-163

ables) involves windows with 2m data points. Since we have averaged data to 5 Hz, the spatial164

resolution becomes 20 m and there are therefore 10,800 data points along 216-km long flight165

legs, which implies that the largest window for the MFD can contain 213 = 8, 192 data166
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

(a)

(d) (e) (f)

(c)(b)

Fig. 5 Composite MFD cospectra (Dpq ) of uw, vw and wθ fluxes at the higher a–c and lower d–f flight legs.
Vertical error bars denote±one standard deviation. Heights of flight legs are denoted on the right y-axis

points. Along the flight legs, 1000 Dpq for momentum (uw and vw) and heat (wθ ) fluxes167

are obtained by sliding the largest window every 40 m and the composite cospectra of these168

fluxes are constructed (Fig. 5). Following Vickers and Mahrt (2006), the averaging length169

scale can be determined as the last consecutive scale (coming from small toward larger170

scales), for which the composite Dpq does not yet change its sign (the sufficient condition is171

that the error bar crosses the zero-line). At the higher flight leg, Duw and Dvw yield the scales172

of 620 and 300 m, respectively. At the lower flight leg, they both give the scale of 1,260 m.173

On the other hand, Dwθ shows strange behaviour at both flight legs, changing the sign already174

at the scale of 60 m and yielding the averaging scale of 20 m. Therefore, as with the Fourier175

analysis, the MFD cospectra do not provide conclusive results either.176

Another way of searching for the averaging length scale using the MFD analysis is by177

using the cumulative MFD cospectra (�Dpq ; Vickers and Mahrt 2003). If the cumulative178

MFD spectra show levelling off, i.e. if they start to locally converge after a certain length179

scale, this scale can be taken as the averaging scale. A similar criterion for the averaging scale180

is used with the Ogives technique (e.g. Oncley et al. 1996). Ogives (Ogpq ) are based on the181

Fourier spectral analysis, and are defined as cumulative integrals of the Fourier cospectra of182

pq fluxes from the smallest towards the larger scales. If an ogive converges starting from a183

certain scale, this is an indication that there is no significant flux beyond this scale; thus, it184

may be taken as the averaging scale. The cumulative MFD cospectra and the ogives of both185

the momentum and heat fluxes for both flight legs are thus calculated (Fig. 6). The Fourier186

cospectra were determined using the procedure described in Sect. 3.1. At the higher flight187

leg, both �Duw while �Dvw start to converge at the scale of 620 m (Fig. 6a), while at the188

lower flight leg this is the case only for �Dvw , while �Duw diverges (Fig. 6c). The �Dwθ189

do not seem to converge on any flight leg (Figs. 6b, d); hence, it cannot be used for the190

determination of the averaging scale. A general feature of ogives is that they show similar191

behaviour as �Dpq but are shifted towards larger scales, and is also in accordance with192

Howell and Mahrt (1997). Therefore, while exhibiting somewhat less erratic behaviour than193

the previous techniques, this approach still fails to determine a single averaging scale.194
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 6 Composite cumulative MFD cospectra (�Dpq ) and ogives (Ogpq ) of uw and vw fluxes on panels (a)
and (c) and wθ fluxes on panels (b) and (d). Vertical error bars denote ± one standard deviation. Panels a and
b are for the higher, while c and d are for the lower, flight legs. X on the y-axis stands for different variables.
Heights of flight legs are denoted on the right y-axis

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Composite cumulative MFD variances (�Dqq ) of all three wind-speed components and TKE for the
higher (a) and lower (b) flight legs. Values of TKE are multiplied by a factor 10 for presentation. Vertical error

bars denote ± one standard deviation. X on the y-axis stands for different variables

Finally, we turn to the examination of the TKE depending on the averaging length scale L .195

The cumulative MFD variances of all three wind-speed components (�Duu, �Dvv and196

�Dww) are used to calculate the TKE. Figure 7 shows that the TKE exponentially increases197

with the increasing averaging length scale. This is due to the growth of both u, and especially,198

v variances, which has a stronger effect on TKE than does the convergence of the w vari-199

ance that starts at 1,260 m at the higher and 620 m at the lower flight leg. This is yet another200

indicator of how difficult it is to resolve the relevant scales in our data.201
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

To summarize, there are indications that the energy gap could be located around 600 m.202

However, the results are not sufficiently unambiguous, and hence, they do not allow for the203

complete determination of the averaging scale. Therefore, we decide not to use the absolute204

values of TKE, but to concentrate only on the spatial variability of TKE along the flight legs.205

4 Observed Turbulence Structure and Its Origin206

4.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Its Dissipation Rate207

In the Cartesian system the mean TKE per unit mass, ē, is defined as a half of the sum of208

variances of all three wind-speed components:209

ē =
1

2

(

u′2 + v′2 + w′2
)

, (1)210

where u′, v′ and w′ are turbulent perturbations of the longitudinal, lateral and vertical wind-211

speed components, respectively, while the overbars represent suitable spatial averaging. Here-212

after, in the text and corresponding figures, ē will be referred to as TKE for simplicity. As213

explained in Sect. 3.2, we focus only on the spatial variability of TKE, and the flight legs214

are divided into 216 segments of 1-km length. For each segment, TKE is calculated using215

perturbations obtained by subtracting moving-average low-pass filtered data from the 5-Hz216

data on both flight legs. In order to test the dependence of the spatial variability of TKE on217

the averaging scale, three different lengths are used for the moving average (240, 500 and218

1,000 m) and the obtained spatial distributions of TKE are normalized by the corresponding219

maximum values. As seen in Fig. 8a, the larger-scale spatial variability of TKE that is primar-220

ily related to major jets and wakes is maintained regardless of the averaging scale. However221

the smaller scale features may differ significantly, especially at the lower flight leg. Hence,222

the comparisons among turbulence quantities are more qualitative, and so we concentrate on223

the larger-scale spatial structure.224

Two independent approaches are used for the evaluation of ε: the inertial dissipation tech-225

nique and the third-order structure function (e.g. Piper and Lundquist 2004). A comparison of226

ε obtained by these two different methods provides an insight into the robustness of ε estima-227

tions. Both methods require the existence of the inertial subrange where turbulence is locally228

isotropic. According to e.g. Batchelor (1959) and Champagne (1978), a strong statement of229

the local isotropy is the 4/3 ratio of the lateral to longitudinal spectra Sv(k)/Su(k) and vertical230

to longitudinal spectra Sw(k)/Su(k). Figure 9a and b shows this ratio at the higher and the231

lower flight legs, respectively. While the Sw(k)/Su(k) ratio fluctuates around 4/3 starting232

from the length scale L ≈340 m towards smaller scales on both flight legs, Sv(k)/Su(k) ratio233

exhibits a different behaviour. Namely, Sv(k)/Su(k) ≥ 2 at the scales larger than ≈ 200m234

and approaches one at smaller scales. The ratio Sv(k)/Su(k) ≈ 2 occurs because the lateral235

(streamwise) v, component carries most of the energy at larger scales (Figs. 7, 9c,d). The236

reason for the occurrence of the ratio of one at smaller scales is not clear at this point and237

should be further investigated. However, Biltoft (2001) shows that the convergence of both238

Sv(k)/Su(k) and Sw(k)/Su(k) to one is not rare in nature; moreover, he points out that, in239

general, there is no convincing experimental evidence that would support the existence of240

the theoretical 4/3 ratio. Therefore, we assume the presence of local isotropy and the inertial241

subrange in the corresponding range of data and continue with the estimation of ε. This242

assumption is to some extent supported by the presence of a −5/3 slope in the spectra of all243

three wind-speed components (Fig. 9c,d).244
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 8 (a) Spatial distributions of TKE normalized by its maximum value TKEmax (black curves) and ε

(grey curves) along the higher (top curves) and lower (bottom curves) flight legs. Black dashed, dashed-dotted

and solid curves denote TKE calculated using 240, 500 and 1,000 m moving average, respectively. Values
of TKEmax are 0.98, 1.99 and 3.63 m2 s−2 at the higher, and 1.28, 2.86 and 6.09 m2 s−2 at the lower flight
leg for 240, 500 and 1,000 m moving average, respectively. Grey solid and dashed curves denote ε estimated
using the inertial dissipation technique and the third-order structure function, respectively. b RiB between
the flight legs estimated using the aircraft data (grey curve with dots) and dropsonde data (black triangles).
Black squares denote 〈Ri〉 between the flight legs estimated from the dropsonde data. Horizontal dashed lines

denote Ric and RiT (see Sect. 4.2)

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 9 The ratio between the streamwise v and longitudinal u spectra (thick solid curve) and between the
vertical w and longitudinal u spectra (thick dashed curve) showing the approach to the 4/3 ratio required by
local isotropy (horizontal thin line) for the higher (a) and the lower (b) flight legs. A log–log representation
of u (thick solid line), v (thick dashed line) and w (thick dashed-dotted line) velocity spectra for the higher (c)
and the lower (d) flight legs. The thin solid line is the −5/3 slope. Vertical dashed lines denote the length-scale
interval of the closest spectra alignment with the −5/3 slope
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

The inertial dissipation technique is based on the Kolmogorov 1941 hypothesis (e.g.245

Tennekes and Lumely 1972), whereby the power spectra of the velocity components follow246

the −5/3 law in the inertial subrange (e.g. Stull 1988; Večenaj et al. 2011):247

log [Si (k)] = −
5

3
log k + log

(

αiε
2/3), (2)248

where Si (k) and αi are the power spectrum and Kolmogorov constant for a particular velocity249

component, respectively, and k is the wavenumber. Several authors (e.g. Champagne 1978;250

Mestayer 1982; Večenaj et al. 2010, 2011) show that the −5/3 law for the velocity com-251

ponents spectra can be extended even outside of the inertial subrange toward larger scales.252

Re-arranging Eq. 2, ε can be evaluated as (e.g. Stull 1988):253

ε =

[

k5/3Si (k)

αi

]3/2

. (3)254

For each 1-km long segment, which contains 50 data points, FFT spectra of all three wind-255

speed components are calculated using windows of 32 data points. Then, ε is evaluated in256

the wavenumber band that corresponds to the length scales between 60 and 300 m, because257

there the spectra follow the −5/3 law (Fig. 9c,d). The value of the constant αu is taken to be258

0.53 (e.g. Champagne 1978; Oncley et al. 1996; Piper and Lundquist 2004) and, as expected259

in the inertial subrange, the other two constants are αv = αw = (4/3)αu . The values of ε260

so obtained by applying the inertial dissipation technique to different wind-speed compo-261

nents, and with this choice of Kolmogorov constants, compare well between themselves (not262

shown). In further analysis, only the values obtained from the u component will be used.263

The third-order structure function (SF ) technique is based on the Kolmogorov 4/5 law264

defined on the longitudinal, u component (e.g. Albertson et al. 1997):265

3SF = �u3 = [u (x + r) − u (x)]3 =
4

5
εr, (4)266

which, when rearranged, gives the form of ε:267

ε =

(

5

4

)

�u3

r
, (5)268

where r represents the spatial distance between the two measurements and the overbar denotes269

the averaging. According to Eq. 4, linear dependence of the structure function on r is expected270

in the inertial subrange. We found that for all segments on both flight legs this linear depen-271

dence is present at least for r between 20 and 480 m; thus, we use r from this interval for the272

evaluation of ε.273

It is apparent from Fig. 8a that the values of TKE and ε are higher in areas where the274

lateral v component, indicates the presence of the north-easterly jet (Fig. 2a). Also, both TKE275

and ε are greater at the lower leg compared to that at the higher flight leg. The TKE and ε276

patterns follow each other closely, especially along the higher flight leg. This indicates a high277

degree of robustness in the estimate of ε, which is corroborated by a satisfactory agreement278

of ε values obtained from the two different techniques.279

4.2 Origins of the Turbulence280

Bora flow is associated with several specific characteristics that may influence the turbulence281

structure at the location of the aircraft measurements. First, the wave breaking induces a282

turbulent zone above the lee of the mountain range. While the aircraft flew offshore about283
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50 km distant from the mountain range and the wave-breaking turbulent region, the strong284

Bora flow might have advected this turbulence over a considerable distance. Second, Bora285

is characterized by strong horizontal shear at the interfaces between the mesoscale jets and286

wakes, and the associated potential vorticity banners. This shear could also influence turbu-287

lence generation at specific locations. Finally, the relatively cold and stable continental Bora288

flow air sweeps over the relatively warm sea surface, which influences its stability profile and289

turbulence generation out over the sea. All these features may exist in addition to the usual290

local turbulence generation mechanisms, primarily the very strong vertical wind shear in the291

jet regions. Next, we examine the origins of the observed turbulence spatial pattern.292

An insight into the nature of turbulence can often be gained by evaluation of the gradient293

Richardson number (Ri), defined in terms of the buoyancy (Brunt-Väisälä) frequency (N )294

and the vertical wind shear (e.g. Tennekes and Lumely 1972; Stull 1988):295

Ri =
g

θV

∂θV

∂z

/

[

(

∂U

∂z

)2

+

(

∂V

∂z

)2
]

, (6)296

where θv is the virtual potential temperature, g is the acceleration due to gravity, while297

U and V are the mean longitudinal and lateral wind-speed components, respectively well298

known. Additionally, two key values of Ri derived from theoretical studies and laboratory299

experiments are the critical Richardson number, Ric = 0.25, and the termination Rich-300

ardson number, RiT = 1 (e.g. Stull 1988). For Ri < Ric, modelled laminar flow usually301

becomes turbulent. On the other hand, modelled turbulent flow typically becomes laminar302

when Ri > RiT (e.g.Mellor and Yamada 1974; Stull 1988). Hence, there appears to be303

a hysteresis effect in Ri (e.g. Stull 1988). Although this pragmatic, traditional modelling304

approach is sometimes criticized because of its oversimplification and neglect of stratified305

turbulence under Ri ≫ 0 conditions (e.g. Baklanov and Grisogono 2007; Mauritsen et al.306

2007; Zilitinkevich et al. 2008; Grisogono 2010), it still provides a useful reference.307

In order to determine whether turbulence is produced by the local vertical shear or buoy-308

ancy, TKE and ε are compared to the bulk Richardson number (RiB ) from the aircraft mea-309

surements and dropsondes shown in Fig. 8b. Here, the aircraft RiB is calculated from Eq. 6310

using a 1-km horizontal averaging interval [a reasonable choice because it is not much larger311

than the favorable scale of ≈600 m and, at the same time, is in accordance with the resolution312

of the WRF-ARW innermost domain (see Sect. 5)]. The vertical gradients are approximated313

by the differences between the two flight legs (e.g.Stull 1988); hence, the value of RiB is314

significantly influenced by the vertical distance between the flight legs (e.g. Balsley et al.315

2008). For dropsondes, data points closest to the flight legs are used in the calculation of316

the gradients. This RiB will also be complemented by calculating the approximate gradient317

Richardson number, Ri, obtained from the vertical profiles at much higher vertical resolution,318

either from dropsondes (see later) or from the numerical model (see later). While the value of319

RiB for S6 exceeds 10, the remainder of the dropsonde values are in rather good agreement320

with the aircraft RiB values. In some areas with large values of TKE and ε, RiB exhibits val-321

ues ≫1, which might indicate that the turbulence is not produced locally (Fig. 8a,b). Another,322

more plausible option, is that the vertical spacing between the flight legs is too large, so that323

certain important flow features may not be taken into account in the calculation of RiB . This324

can be inspected using the dropsonde data, since they enable the calculation of Ri as well as325

RiB . Figure 8b shows RiB and 〈Ri〉, both calculated from the dropsondes, where 〈Ri〉 is the326

mean Ri in the layer between the two flight legs. While for some dropsondes RiB and 〈Ri〉 are327

similar in magnitude (S2–S4), for others in Fig. 8b the difference is significant (S1, S7 and328

especially S6 where RiB > 10). This indicates the validity of the second option, that is, that329
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

due to large spacing between the flight legs, RiB , as calculated here, is not a good indicator330

of local stability. Unfortunately, our dataset does not provide any further insight related to331

this issue. Therefore, we have sought more detailed information from the WRF-ARW model332

simulations.333

5 Comparison of Observations with Simulations334

WRF-ARW is an atmospheric, non-hydrostatic, fully compressible, primitive equation335

numerical model that can be used for simulations of a wide range of scales of motion ranging336

from planetary scales to small-scale turbulence (Skamarock et al. 2008). Here, three two-337

way nested model grids are used, with horizontal grid spacing of 9, 3 and 1 km, and 66×66,338

112×112, and 226×229 grid points, respectively (Fig. 10). There are 86 vertical levels339

with their spacing gradually increasing towards the model top at 50 hPa. Initial and bound-340

ary conditions are obtained from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts341

(ECMWF) analyses. The simulation starts with the initiation of the outermost grid at 1800342

UTC 6 November 1999, while the second and third grid onset is 6 h after their respective343

parent grid. The simulation ends at 1800 UTC 7 November 1999. Five different planetary344

boundary-layer (PBL) parametrization schemes that solve the prognostic TKE equation are345

available in the version 3.1.1 of WRF-ARW (Table 1). The model results presented here346

consist of five simulations that differ only in the choice of one of the five PBL schemes,347

and the corresponding surface-layer scheme as provided in the model. All the results shown348

are taken from the innermost grid. The five PBL parametrization schemes used here do not349

include the horizontal advection of TKE, and are purely one-dimensional (1D), i.e. they solve350

only for the vertical mixing. The full TKE budget equation in this case reduces to:351

∂ ē

∂t
= −

1

ρ

∂

∂z
ρw′e − u′w′

∂U

∂z
− v′w′

∂V

∂z
+

g

T
w′θ ′ − ε, (7)352

where ρ is the air density and T is the temperature (e.g. Mellor and Yamada 1974; Stull353

1988). Therefore, the model success in reproducing the main features of the along-flight354

TKE structure may indicate that the measured Bora turbulence is not advected from other355

Fig. 10 WRF-ARW model grids used in this study. Left panel the outermost grid with 9-km grid spacing,
with two nested grids indicated by black squares. The terrain is given every 100 m. Right panel the innermost
grid with wind speed (shaded) and vectors at 374 m a.s.l. at 1500 UTC 7 November 1999, and the terrain with
200 m interval (grey contours). The black line denotes the aircraft flight legs
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Table 1 PBL parametrizations used in WRF-ARW simulations

WRF simulation name PBL parametrization

MYJ Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Janjić 1994)

QNSE Quasi-normal scale elimination (Sukoriansky et al. 2005)

MYNN2.5 Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino Level 2.5 (Nakanishi and Niino 2006)

MYNN3 Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino Level 3 (Nakanishi and Niino 2006)

BouLac Bougeault and Lacarrere (Bougeault and Lacarrere 1989)

regions nor is it generated by the horizontal shear. In that case, the individual terms in Eq. 7356

provide the relative importance of shear and buoyancy in the TKE production. However,357

the PBL parametrizations may implicitly reproduce the effects of neglected processes, and358

therefore any related conclusions should be taken with care.359

In the following, we compare the modelled and measured TKE. The model parametri-360

zation schemes used here are the ensemble-type of turbulence schemes, meaning that they361

theoretically incorporate the entire turbulence spectrum; in other words, all turbulence scales362

are considered unresolved. Therefore, they are not “subgrid”, implying that the turbulence363

intensity does not depend on the model grid spacing. This is easily seen by intercomparing the364

three grids used here, where each parent grid has somewhat smaller TKE values than its child365

grid, primarily due to spatial smoothing of coarser grids (not shown). The latter obviously366

contradicts the “subgrid” argument, in which TKE values should decrease with decreasing367

grid spacing. Additionally, true subgrid schemes employ turbulence length scales that are368

proportional to the grid spacing. This is not the case with the ensemble schemes, such as369

those used here, because they use either Blackadar-type (distance from the surface) or flow-370

dependent length scale parametrizations (see e.g. Wyngaard 2004 for further discussion).371

For these reasons, we can safely conclude that the choice of the moving averaging length372

used to define turbulent perturbations from the data is not, and should not be, in any way373

dependent on the model grid spacing. However, since no unique averaging scale could have374

been determined for this dataset, we compare only the spatial structure of the normalized,375

dimensionless TKE, which makes it almost irrelevant as to which averaging scale is used (see376

Fig. 8). Here we choose 1 km for the averaging scale. On the other hand, the choice of the377

1-km record length for the measurements (the flight legs are divided into 216 1-km records)378

is consistent with the model innermost grid spacing. The comparison is, hence, between379

the 1 km horizontal scale volume-averaged (model) and line-averaged (measurements) entire380

spectrum of turbulence, and in that respect it is consistent with comparisons of other scalars.381

Since the aircraft flew the two selected flight legs between 1429 UTC and 1539 UTC, we382

have extracted the model output for three different times: 1430 UTC, 1500 UTC and 1530383

UTC. Intercomparison of these three different output times indicates low sensitivity to the384

choice of the times (not shown), suggesting stationarity of the developed Bora flow structure385

during at least one hour. Therefore, we have chosen the 1500 UTC output time (which is386

approximately in the middle of the flight period) for comparison with the measurements. Fair387

agreement between the aircraft and dropsonde data along flight legs (Figs. 11, 12) supports the388

assumption of stationarity for the Bora flow. With respect to the mesoscale along-coast struc-389

ture, the model reproduces the wind speed along the flight legs successfully for all simulations390

(Fig. 11a,b), though the agreement with the potential temperature is poorer (Fig. 12a,b). The391

model significantly underestimates θ on the northern half of the flight legs, which is probably392

due to the coarse resolution of the input sea-surface temperature that reduces the extent of393
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Spatial distribution of modelled vs. measured u and v components at a higher (subscript h on the
y-axis label) and b lower (subscript l on the y-axis label) flight legs. Longitudinal u component is above the
transverse v component and is shifted by 30 m s−1 for presentation. The five model simulations are listed in
Table 1. The modelled data are given for 1500 UTC 7 November 1999

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 11 but for potential temperature θ

the relatively warm Adriatic Sea in this border region. The normalized TKE structure varies394

considerably among different simulations (Fig. 13a,b), and it is hard to distinguish which395

simulation reproduces the most realistic spatial structure. The BouLac scheme (Table 1) is396

the only one that does not overestimate TKE in the southern parts of both flight legs, although397

it does underestimate TKE at the central part of the higher flight leg. As previously noted,398

the turbulence comparisons are performed mostly qualitatively and for larger-scale spatial399

structures, due to the uncertainty of the turbulence averaging length for the measurements400

(see Fig. 8a and the related discussion). We choose BouLac based simulation for the further401

analysis.402
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 11 but for the normalized TKE. For the aircraft data, TKE is calculated using the 1000-m
moving average. Values of TKEmax are 3.63, 1.86, 1.36, 6.95, 6.34, and 2.63 m2 s−2 at the higher, and 6.09,
1.99, 4.25, 5.29, 5.13 and 1.11 m2 s−2 at the lower flight legs for aircraft, MYJ, QNSE, MYNN2.5, MYNN3,
and BouLac, respectively

The dropsonde data are used to additionally compare the BouLac model simulation with403

the measurements, where the model vertical profiles are taken at the release location of404

each dropsonde. The dropsondes are released between 1347 UTC and 1420 UTC; therefore,405

assuming stationarity, the 1400 UTC vertical model profiles are extracted for the comparison.406

The comparison of the BouLac simulation with the raw dropsonde data shows satisfactory407

agreement for both u and v components around the height of the flight legs (Fig. 3a,b) for408

most dropsondes, whereas potential temperature, θ , shows significant discrepancy, both in409

the magnitude and vertical structure (Fig. 3c). This is mostly due to the underestimation of410

low-level potential temperature in the northern portion of the flight legs. Also, the dropsonde411

θ profiles indicate a well-mixed boundary layer at the northern part of the flight legs, which412

the WRF model only reproduces partially. However, due to the strong Bora flow, Ri should be413

primarily influenced by the vertical wind shear (e.g. Mahrt and Gamage 1987), and so would414

somewhat alleviate the relatively large discrepancies between the modelled and measured415

θ , as far as the turbulence generation is concerned. To elucidate this, Ri calculated from the416

model and the dropsondes is depicted in Fig. 14. The dropsonde data are suitably smoothed417

to match the model vertical resolution. While comparing Ri will in general lead to larger418

errors due to the nature of its calculation, it is obvious that in cases with large discrepancies419

in θ (e.g. S1), the magnitudes of Ri compare better than those of θ .420

Based on fair agreement of the BouLac simulation with the measurements, and the fact421

that it is a 1D local turbulence closure scheme without horizontal advection, we conclude that422

the turbulence pattern along the flight legs is predominantly due to vertical wind shear and/or423

buoyancy. Further inspection of individual terms in the TKE Eq. 7 from the BouLac simula-424

tion shows that only the vertical shear term contributes to the production of TKE (not shown).425

This suggests that horizontal advection or buoyancy effects have no significant role in the426

modelled along-coast turbulence structure. However, as correctly pointed out by a reviewer,427

the PBL parametrization schemes are frequently “fine-tuned” to reproduce realistic profiles,428

which means that the represented processes may “simulate” the effects of the neglected ones.429
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Along-Coast Features of Bora Related Turbulence

Fig. 14 Vertical profiles of the gradient Richardson number derived from six dropsondes (black curves) and
from the WRF-ARW BouLac (Table 1) simulation (grey curves) in the spatial order from left to right from
north-west towards south-east. The dropsonde data are suitably smoothed in order to correspond to the model
vertical resolution. Horizontal dotted lines mark the altitude of the two flight legs. The modelled profiles are
given for 1400 UTC 7 November 1999

Therefore, we cannot safely conclude that horizontal advection is unimportant in this case.430

On the other hand, the local vertical shear is probably the dominant TKE production factor,431

and it is safe to conclude that buoyancy has minor effects. It should be noted that Bougeault432

and Lacarrere (1989) did include the horizontal advection of TKE in Eq. 7 for their successful433

simulation of a Bora case, but the implementation of this and all other schemes in the WRF-434

ARW version used here is given without the advection term (Skamarock et al. 2008). The435

planned implementation of the horizontal advection in the boundary-layer schemes could436

resolve this issue.437

6 Conclusions438

This study addresses the along-coast turbulence structure of the Bora flow for a strong case439

observed in the lee of the Dinaric Alps on 7 November 1999 during MAP IOP 15. The data440

used are from the NCAR Electra aircraft and from dropsondes. Several different methods441

were used for determining the turbulence averaging interval, and the results are not conclu-442

sive. The fact that the averaging interval cannot be determined is attributed partly to the Bora443

heterogeneity in the along-flight direction. Therefore, we adopted a pragmatic approach in444

this study and focused only on the spatial variability of the normalized TKE for different445

averaging intervals. Significant spatial variability of TKE and the dissipation rate ε along446

the flight legs is revealed in this Bora case, associated with the attendant mesoscale phenom-447

ena, such as large amplitude mountain waves, wave breaking, jets, wakes and shear zones.448

As expected, the variations of TKE closely follow those of ε, which gives information about449

the robustness and consistency of the ε estimation. This is supported by good agreement in450

ε estimated using two different techniques inertial dissipation and the third-order structure451

function.452

Since the origins of turbulence could not have been determined from the measurements453

alone, we used the WRF-ARW numerical model. Five simulations with different turbulence454

parametrization schemes (Table 1) reproduced the winds along the flight legs well, while455

potential temperature was systematically underestimated in the northern half of the flight456

legs. None of the simulations significantly outperformed the others in terms of the over-457

all agreement of TKE with the measurements. However, the simulation using the BouLac458
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turbulence parametrization scheme reproduced the spatial TKE structure along certain por-459

tions of the flight legs the best and was hence chosen for the study of the source of turbulence.460

The simulation suggests that the turbulence along the flight legs is produced by local vertical461

shear, i.e., that the horizontal TKE advection or buoyancy have no significant role in the462

along-coast Bora turbulence structure. However, given the uncertainties of the model simu-463

lation associated with the current turbulence parametrization schemes, the final confirmation464

of this conclusion awaits further evidence.465
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